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Consider two aspects of French theatre workers. First: when 
addressing the current situation of French artists and in particular 
theatre artists (actors, stage directors…), one can be surprised by the 
fact that most of the time, artists do not consider themselves as 
workers, wage labourers, or even producers, but primarily as creators. 
What is the significance of this statement with regards to relationships 
of production and exploitation? Secondly: French artists and 
technicians working in the performing arts are considered as 
intermittents du spectacle, which means that their working status is 
characterised by the exceptionality of its temporality: periods of 
(intense) work alternating with periods of unemployment. Does (or 
should) the shift from worker/producer to creator affect our 
understanding of theatre work’s temporality? In other words, do an 
artist considering themself a producer/labourer and another artist 
considering themself a creator have the same relationship to work 
temporality? This will be the starting point of this paper, which aims 
at understanding the issues and implications of the ideological shift 
which took place in the 1980s from the French state apparatus 
considering artists as workers to considering artists as creators, with 
regards to relationships of production and temporal exceptionalism. 
To demystify this creator aura might help to provide an analysis of 
theatre’s specific production mode, but also to indicate paths for 
strategic reflections concerning the intermittents du spectacle’s struggles. 

In 1977, the Marxist-Leninist theoretician and stage director Jean 
Jourdheuil criticised the French Socialist Party’s (SP) cultural policy, 
targeting its will to deprofessionalise the artistic field. According to 
Jourdheuil, the SP’s claim that deprofessionalisation would be the first 
step towards the abolition of the social division of labour was no 
more than a trick.41 He considered this seemingly radical promise as 
                                                
41 Jean Jourdheuil, ‘L’action culturelle selon le parti socialiste ‘Le théâtre, l’artiste, 
l’État (Paris: Hachette, 1979), 33. 
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nothing else but a treacherous strategy to weaken trade unions and, in 
the end, liberalise the artistic field and economy. At the end of the 
1970s, the biggest cultural enterprises such as national theatres or 
opera houses still had strong trade unions, embracing most of their 
workers.42 Yet trade unions depend on this professional status. Within 
a capitalist society, deprofessionalising incurs deunionising and, thus, 
deregulation of employment policies is made easier. The SP’s 
hypocrisy is made clear by the fact that the deprofessionalisation of 
the political field has never been put forward as a subsequent stage of 
the same policy. At the same time, the French Communist Party 
(FCP) was defending a ‘creator’ policy for artists, distinguishing the 
latter from the mass of workers. This kind of discourse defended by 
the Left appears a posteriori as the basis for the deep ideological shift in 
artistic and cultural policies that was to happen a couple of years later. 

Indeed, from 1981, under the presidency of François Mitterrand 
(SP), the Cultural Minister Jack Lang introduced a turn in the very 
conception of the status of artists. Under his leadership, state cultural 
policies relied on considering artists not as workers, producers, but as 
creators. While considering artists as creators clearly predates the 1981 
elections, this constituted a real paradigm shift. This is no incidental 
point. To consider artists as creators – and lead them to consider 
themselves as creators – had concrete consequences upon working 
conditions and brought a new approach in relationships between 
artists and capitalism, along with another conception of temporality 
implemented in the sphere of artistic production. 
 
Creators Vs workers? A problematic definition of artistic labour 
What does it change to regard artists as creators rather than workers? 
In his 1926 essay Art and Production, Russian art critic and founding 
member of the Levyj front iskusstva (Left Front of Arts) Boris Arvatov 
developed the idea of a progressive distinction made between two 
approaches of the artistic function. On one hand, the artist as the 
master of technique in their work, whose production is dedicated to 

                                                
42 The international collapse of trade unions that began at the end of the 1970s and 
extended in the 1980s has been well documented in a number of articles and 
books. See Stahis Kouvélakis, La France en révolte, luttes sociales et cycles politiques (Paris: 
Textuel, 2007). Not only did trade unions lose an increasing number of adherents 
but their fighting spirit also failed. 
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improving the everyday life of their contemporaries; and on the other 
hand, the artist as ‘the solitary master […] the specialist in “pure 
art”’,43 whose ‘art’ is dedicated to contemplation and to bourgeois 
consumption. He adds: ‘This is the origin of the illusion that art is an 
end in itself, from here originate its bourgeois fetishes.’44 This is why 
Arvatov asserts that ‘the advent of the bourgeois state marked the end 
of direct contact between the artists and society.’45  Consequently, 
according to him, the differentiation between ‘labour’ and ‘creation’ is 
internal to bourgeois society and he deeply regrets that, while 
‘understood as something purposeful from the bourgeois perspective’, 
this differentiation ‘continues to dominate Marxist theory and 
criticism.’46  This last remark is still true in France, decades after 
Arvatov’s writing. As Jean Jourdheuil noticed, the French CP adopted 
a posture relying on total assimilation of this bourgeois approach to 
art.47 

In this way, creation tends to appear as the opposite of work. 
Considering the etymology of creation (creatio); the creator draws their 
piece of art, their creation, out of nothing. Notions such as labour 
process, endeavour, work are obscured. One might assume that our 
relationship to creation’s temporality and labour’s temporality may not 
be the same, the first being more abstract, evanescent and the second 
more concrete, embodied in social structures. Labour entails ‘a 
specific, concrete time. Indeed, every act of concrete labour embeds 
particular concrete temporalities, tempos, time patterns; it also 
involves specific concrete activities of timing, and entails specific 

                                                
43 Boris Arvatov, Art and Production (London: Pluto Press, 2017 [1926]), 94. 
44 Arvatov, Art and Production, 94. 
45 Arvatov, Art and Production, 54. 
46 Arvatov, Art and Production, 98. 
47 To be more specific, after May 68, the CP’s position concerning arts has focused 
on national culture, classic bourgeois theatre, thereby denying theatre’s ability to 
produce a political discourse, and strengthening the distinction between artistic 
activities and political ones. This is obvious while reading Roland Leroy’s book, La 
Culture au présent, with a preface by Georges Marchais, published in 1972. Leroy has 
been a member of the central committee of the French CP from 1956 to 1994 but 
also the director of L’Humanité from 1974 to 1994 and one of Aragon’s close 
friends. 
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concrete series of temporal sequences.’48 Thus, to cover up what is 
tied to work entails covering up what is tied to labour time. 
Ultimately, talking about creation instead of work leads to a failure to 
account for the labour process and temporality – preventing things 
such as exploitation from being taken into account. 

Talking about ‘creation’ often arises from an individualistic 
approach to artistic production – through the figure of the creator –
 which is particularly disingenuous in performing arts, where working 
methods are collaborative. The cultural press and academics mostly 
attribute the creation of a play to its stage director (in which one can 
recognise in some ways a theatrical reflection of cinema’s Auteur 
Theory) and the work of the whole (often numerous and primarily 
constituted of technical professionals) team, although essential is, to a 
large extent, underappreciated. The collective process and, even more, 
the role played by technical professionals is overlooked. A hierarchical 
division of labour between intellectual or ‘creative’ tasks on one side 
and manual or technical tasks on the other remains quite strong. 
However, even technical professionals in the artistic sphere have been 
progressively included in this ‘creation shift’, with the emergence of 
terms such as ‘lighting designer.’49 This is no surprise given that a 
similar phenomenon to this linguistic and thus ideological shift 
became hegemonic in the artistic sphere in the 1980s. The 
overemphasis on individual self-realisation – tied to a general 
injunction to become ‘actor’, ‘creator’ or ‘manager’ of one’s own life –
 goes hand in hand with a rapid growth of management and neoliberal 
guidelines. 50  Transforming workers into creators not only 
individualises work and isolates it from the production process, it also 
depoliticises it. That which is creation is not working. Therefore, it 
denies the very existence of exploitation and thus weakens trade 
unions and the demands of workers. The transformations that 
happened within the artistic sphere were obviously part of a more 

                                                
48 Jonathan Martineau, Time, Capitalism and Alienation. A Socio-Historical Inquiry into 
the Making of Modern Time (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2016), 114. 
49 In French, the exact term is ‘créateur lumière’ which refers directly to creation as 
the paradigm of artistic production. 
50 See François Cusset, La décennie, Le grand cauchemar des années 1980 (Paris: La 
Découverte, 2006). 
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global tendency, but went partly unnoticed because of the specificity, 
the exceptionalism of the artistic sphere itself. 
 
From Artistic Production to Artistic Temporality: Unsolved 
Issues 
If we assume that there is an exceptionality of theatre work, in 
particular in relation to its temporality, this specificity needs to be 
defined. Outside of performance time, for which it is easy to conceive 
the status of theatre workers and what they are paid for, how can we 
approach their (often unpaid) activity which takes place out of the 
public eye and sometimes outside any regulatory framework? 

In his Theories of Surplus Value, Marx writes: ‘The capitalist 
production process, therefore, is not merely the production of 
commodities. It is a process which absorbs unpaid labour, which 
makes raw materials and means of labour – the means of production –
 into means for the absorption of unpaid labour.’51 This unpaid labour 
is the amount of time a worker works beyond the time necessary to 
reproduce the value of their wages. If unpaid labour is a general 
concept used by Marx to address process of production, one should 
not confuse it with the invisible work on which performing arts rely. 
It includes rehearsals, text learning, training, dramaturgical work, light 
tests, etc., which in France, by the way, often remains – depending on 
the working framework and the resources of the company – unpaid. 
In both cases, this is a matter of time dedicated to work but which is 
not taken into account for compensation. Theatre’s invisible and 
unpaid work operates mostly on an implicitly voluntary basis rather 
than contractual conditions: artists are expected not to count hours 
worked, precisely because of their commitment to an activity not 
considered as ‘classic labour’. Common thinking is that creation needs 
more time than the parcel of working time for which one can actually 
be paid. However, one can ask with Copfermann: ‘In what way does 
theatre differ from other human activities (why is work “after six 
o’clock” required)?’ 52  Actually, if differentiation is made between 
creative activities and labour, how is it possible then to defend artists’ 

                                                
51 Karl Marx, Theories of Surplus-Value, Annexe 1. (1863). https://www.marxists.org. 
52 Émile Copfermann, ‘L’argent dans le théâtre’, Travail théâtral 12 (1973), 7. 
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interests and rights as wage labourers, or to address work conditions 
and especially invisible unpaid labour? 

According to Daniel Bensaïd, an artistic specific temporality 
does exist. He writes, in Eloge de la résistance à l’air du temps : ‘everything 
is not adjusted or indexed to political temporality [and a fortiori to 
economical temporality]. There are such things as aesthetic time and 
rhythm […].’53 A similar idea can be found in Althusser’s theory of 
relatively autonomous temporalities. Art requires time, time for 
production, time for contemplation. Its temporality is at odds with 
capitalist acceleration and profitability imperatives. As such, time 
appears as an area of contradiction between art and capitalism, leading 
Steve Edwards to write about ‘the problem of uneven and combined 
simultaneity’. 54  Capitalist pressures that affect theatre production 
become visible while considering that its economy is a matter of time. 
Budgetary restriction is primarily time restriction. It means less time 
dedicated to rehearsals and it also entails aesthetic choices. 55  In 
France, the large spread of short plays for one or two actors –
 enabling companies to reduce costs related to work force and 
contract period – is a consequence of budgetary restrictions. 

Indeed, artistic creation requires time, an incompressible but also 
‘unproductive’ time; that is, in a Marxist definition, which does not 
create value. 56  Here again, the theatre artist appears to have an 
ambiguous status because they can be a productive or an 
unproductive worker, depending on the context and the social 
relations that encompass their work. As Michael Shane Boyle explains 
it: ‘For theatrical labor to be “productive” it will be organized as wage 
labor for the purposes of creating commodities that yield surplus 

                                                
53 Daniel Bensaïd, Eloge de la résistance à l’air du temps (Paris: Textuel, 1999), 21. 
54 Steve Edwards, ‘Adrian Rifkin, or from Art History in Uins to a Lost Object’, 
introduction to Adrian Rifkin, Communards and Other Cultural Histories (Boston: Brill, 
2016), 24. 
55 Much could be said about an aesthetic of slowness or of the experience of other 
rhythms within theatre performance as a form of resistance to capitalist’s 
temporality. 
56 According to Marx, ‘this remains the correct definition that only the wage-labour 
which creates more value than it costs is productive.’ Theories of Surplus-Value. 
https://www.marxists.org. 
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value.’57 Hence, theatre is not a ‘directly productive’ labour58  and, 
according to Marx, ‘Actors are productive workers, not in so far as 
they produce a play, but in so far as they increase their employer’s 
wealth,’ 59  and that makes a big difference. It’s only when the 
‘temporary disposal over the labour-power’60 of the performer – that 
is ‘a certain quantity of it in terms of duration […] calculated in equal 
time-units’61 – is hired by an entrepreneur (a theatre institution) in 
order to sell the performance as a commodity to the audience 
(consumers) that theatre ‘acquires this market value’.62 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that public art institutions –
 relying on the State – do not often create surplus value and, to a large 
extent, do not increase the capital (of the State) either. If we take a 
look at economic studies such as Dominique Leroy’s on the 
performing arts economy in France during the twentieth century, it 
appears that those public art institutions remain unprofitable, with 
labour costs increasing faster over years than cash inflows.63 It is only 
government subsidies which enable public theatres and, more 
generally, public cultural and art institutions to remain viable and to 
support new creations. 

There exists, without any doubt, an ‘exceptionality of artistic 
production.’64 Though, we could add, with Dave Beech, that ‘art is 
economically exceptional but it remains economic’, because ‘art is 
expensive’ for artists themselves who ‘spend money and time 
producing works’.65 It can be said that artistic production is fraught 
with many contradictions. What a strange field of activity in which 
theatre artists, who are only intermittently considered as producers, 

                                                
57 Michael Shane Boyle, ‘Performance and Value: The Work of Theatre in Karl 
Marx’s Critique of Political Economy’. Theatre Survey 58:1 (2017), 13. 
58 Émile Copfermann, ‘Un théâtre révolutionnaire’, Partisan 36 (1967), 5. 
59 Karl Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy (London: 
Penguin, 1993), 328–329. Cited by Michael Shane Boyle, Theatre Survey, 15. 
60 Boyle, Theatre Survey, 12. 
61 Martineau, Time, Capitalism and Alienation. A Socio-Historical Inquiry into the Making 
of Modern Time, 117. 
62 Copfermann, ‘Un théâtre révolutionnaire’, 6. 
63 Dominique Leroy, Économie du spectacle vivant (Paris : L’Harmattan : 1992). 
64 Émile Copfermann, Vers un théâtre différent (Paris: Maspero, 1976), 48. 
65 Dave Beech, Art and Value. Art’s Economic Exceptionalism in Classical, Neoclassical 
and Marxist Economics (Chicago: Haymarket, 2016), 27. 
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spend time not considered as productive time to create works that 
hardly create surplus value but (as we will see later) that do make them 
exist socially as workers… 

Having said this, a question arises: why would a capitalist state 
sustain non-profitable art institutions (such as public theatres) and 
theatre companies? For philanthropic reasons? It is hard to imagine. 
Artistic institutions must be, in one way or another, potentially useful 
for the ruling class. According to Copfermann, if those institutions do 
not create profit in the form of money, they produce ‘art’ and 
‘culture’, ensuring the proper functioning and reproduction of the 
state institution itself.66 To complement his critique, we can add that 
cultural and artistic institutions play a role in ideology, which, 
according to Gramsci, is part of the framework of the theory of 
hegemony, that is, a theory which can explain ‘the “voluntary” 
submission to the alienated structures of domination and to the 
corresponding restricted conditions of practice’.67  In other words, 
hegemony, as a ‘critical ideology-theory’, can help us to think the 
‘“government by consent of the governed”, conducted by a state that 
“demands” and “educates” consent in the interest of a ruling class’, 
thus ‘ensuing stability of the dominant class-system’.68 We can make 
the assumption that the artistic and cultural institutions dependent on 
the State participate in hegemony and in its stability. 
 
Antagonism and Political Struggles 
Such considerations about theatre workers status have implications 
for their work conditions and struggles. If artists consider themselves 
as ‘creators’ instead of ‘workers’, then common work may not be 
considered anymore as employment, but as some kind of informal 
relationship between different creators or acquaintances, ‘informal 
work’, which ‘can also be a way to sneak in labour that is both 

                                                
66 Copfermann, ‘L’argent dans le théâtre’, 6. 
67 Jan Rehmann, Theories of Ideology. The Powers of Alienation and Subjection (Leiden: 
Brill, 2013), 145. The idea of a voluntary subjection through ideology will also be 
developed – in a different way though – by Althusser, ‘Ideology and Ideological 
State Apparatuses (Notes towards an Investigation)’, in Lenin and Philosophy and 
Other Essays (New-York: Monthly Review Press, 1971). 
68 Rehmann, Theories of Ideology. 
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unacknowledged and unpaid.’ 69  If hierarchies, class antagonisms, 
contradictions and exploitation have not vanished, they have become 
more insidious as soon as the professional artistic field stopped 
considering itself as governed by the same rules as the global labour 
market in a capitalist society. How can you build a balance of power 
favourable to your interests as a worker when you do not consider 
yourself as a member of the working class, when you are convinced 
that the environment in which you work is, in its operation, outside 
capitalist society’s mechanisms? This can help to explain why the 
artistic field, although it often appears as a progressive sector, 
traditionally more to the left, has difficulties facing, for example, 
racism and sexism, while it is crossed by tremendous inequalities. In 
its totality, the French institutional artistic field often fails to 
understand that it is constructed by the same structural racism and 
sexism that historically imbued republican and state institutions. 
Recently, public positions by Eva Doumbia about theatre70 and the 
publication of the book Noire n’est pas mon métier71 (Black is not my job) 
by a collective of black women cinema personalities, precisely sought 
to address these thorny issues. Artistic institutions seldom address 
these political issues, hiding behind art’s exceptionality or a few 
exemplary figures to avoid a deep structural questioning. How to build 
a positive balance of power when the very existence of the antagonist 
is being denied? Relations of production, that is capitalist exploitation 
relationships and their racial and sexist co-constitutive dimensions, are 
being easily reproduced within those artistic and cultural institutions. 

This does not mean that there is no antagonism within the 
artistic field. But this antagonism is much more polarised against 
governance bodies such as the employer organisation Medef 
(Mouvement des entreprises de France), when the specific unemployment 
compensation system of artists as ‘intermittent’ workers is threatened, 
than against management and exploitative practices inside artistic 
institutions. Hence, there is a contradiction between, on one side, the 
level of antagonism that opposes artists against governance bodies or 

                                                
69 Hal Foster, Bad New Days. Art, Criticism, Emergency (London: Verso, 2017), 136. 
70 Stage director Eva Doumbia spoke about the language dimension of social and 
racial discriminations in theatre. https://www.telerama.fr/scenes/le-phrase-qu-on-
enseigne-aux-comediens-les-separe-des-quartiers-populaires,125015.php 
71 Coll, Noire n’est pas mon métier (Paris: Seuil, 2018). 
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the State itself when they defend their specific regime, and, on the 
other, the weak level of antagonism within artistic institutions or 
companies, between artists or technicians as workers and their 
employers, despite the iniquitous working conditions they are often 
facing. 
 
Time, status and struggles: reverse the trend? 
The French artistic sphere is governed by the régime de l’intermittence du 
spectacle, a specific unemployment compensation system for artists and 
technicians working in the performing arts, which allows workers to 
receive social aides during unemployment periods, providing they 
achieved a total amount of 507 declared hours during a twelve-month 
period – this takes no account of undeclared or unpaid working time, 
including invisible work such as training, text learning and, sometimes, 
rehearsals.72 Created in 1979, the very existence of this exceptional 
regime has been subjected to numerous attacks from the Medef and 
exposed to conflicts since the mid-1980s. This regime has long been 
considered as a potential neoliberal labour laboratory on the basis 
that, firstly, it is a matter of continuity and discontinuity – income 
continuity within labour discontinuity. Secondly, because it represents 
an exception in labour legislation, enshrining that a whole category of 
workers (regardless of their function, status, study level…) does not 
work continuously over a year but alternate work periods on projects 
and unemployment periods. Thus, employment and unemployment 
are not opposed but intertwined. Paradoxically, an artist who gains 
this ‘intermittent’ status (providing they fulfilled enough declared 
working hours) becomes a ‘job-seeker’. Thirdly, this work 
arrangement is, by definition, constantly precarious and most workers 
live all lifelong in precarity. It’s also characterised by hyperflexibility, 
invisible and often unpaid work, and the accumulation of employment 
contracts with many employers, sometimes at the same time, in part 
because many artists are forced to take up another job in a sphere of 
activity entirely alien to the artistic one just to meet basic needs. For 
these reasons, the artistic sphere may have appeared as a laboratory 
for global labour tendencies. Besides, ‘intermittence’ is an increasingly 

                                                
72 On the French ‘régime de intermittence du spectacle’, see Mathieu Grégoire, Les 
intermittents du spectacle. Enjeux d’un siècle de lutte (Paris: La Dispute, 2013). 
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used category for sociologists who study developments in other 
spheres, such as Humanities Research or social work, characterised by 
a break with legitimate institutions, de-professionalisation, 
discontinuous temporalities and work outside the space-time usually 
assigned to labour.73 

Despite artists’ common subjection to artistic institutions’ 
management, 74  a high level of antagonism remains between 
‘intermittent workers’ and governance bodies, and even the State 
when it engages in restructuring policies which threaten them. Two 
statements have to be made here concerning the political foothold of 
artists and, more generally, recent ‘intermittent’ struggles. The first 
point is related to a discourse which arose during the struggles of 
recent years, when ‘intermittents’ defended their specific status, their 
own exceptionalism within labour laws. Recent struggles tended to 
show that in front of the government, artists defend themselves by 
arguing that they are value producers. The sticking point was that 
intermittent workers were actually defending their own integration to 
the global market. Intermittent trade unions’ main point was often to 
claim that culture contributes more to GDP than the automobile 
industry75 and that is why the intermittent regime should be preserved. 
This is a very surprising statement revealing art’s integration into 
neoliberalism’s standards. If the state is to invest in culture and 
support it only because culture produces surplus value and increases 
capital, does that then mean that if culture were not profitable enough 
it would not be worth defending? This statement marks a return of 
the idea of theatre workers as producers – instead of creators – but 
artists willing to defend their status as producers, as workers, appeared 
to be inclined to understand their own place within capitalist society 
through the prism of neoliberalism. The second point is that, during 
the last ‘intermittent struggles’ that happened at the same time as 2016 
struggles against the ‘labour reform’, alliances were made between 

                                                
73 See Pascal Nicolas-Le-Strat, L’expérience de l’intermittence dans les champs de l’art, du 
social et de la recherche (Paris : L’Harmattan, 2005). 
74 The very specificity of the performing arts makes artists quite vulnerable if they 
want to oppose their hierarchy. 
75 De facto, a part of the entertainment field of activity is economic but this 
statement does not take account of the heterogeneity of the artistic field as a 
whole. 
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artists’ and technicians’ trade unions on one side and the intermittents 
and precarious coordination on the other, an alliance that helped to 
build a balance of power favourable to intermittents. Moreover, 
intermittents did not put their sectorial interests ahead of all 
precarious workers’ interests, seeking an agreement for everyone and 
not just the artistic and cultural sector, highlighting the will to put 
aside the exceptionality of these sectors. Art workers then appeared at 
the vanguard of a more general social movement. However, 
intermittent workers were the only category to obtain an agreement 
with the government. Thus, they were offered an improvement of 
their specific status and regime and they signed the agreement, 
abandoning the claims of other precarious workers. This certainly did 
not go without tensions inside the movement. Consequently, it 
weakened the general mobilisation against the ‘labour reform’ and 
‘Nuit debout’, and was even considered as a betrayal, because the 
improvement of artists and technicians intermittent regime was gained 
through a withdrawal of class solidarity with all the precarious workers 
and unemployed people. 

What do we need to learn from this? An idea is running and 
gaining strength among theatre – and, more broadly, artistic – workers: 
the idea that being creators does not prevent them from being 
workers, that it does not erase class, race and gender contradictions 
and that the artistic sector will never be a protective bubble against the 
outburst of late capitalist policies implemented by the state. But some 
unsolved questions remain: how can workers of a sector characterised 
by its exceptionality (and, first of all, its temporal specificity) enter a 
more general social movement? Can their means of action be the 
same? The suspension of work – the strike – can be an efficient means 
for theatre workers inside an institution but a difficult one with long-
term consequences for independent companies. The 2003 general 
strike that led to the Festival d’Avignon’s cancellation is the most 
glaring example of that. This was a major event, even more so because 
this festival represents a crucial step for any company, so that strikers 
were not just losing money (most of the time, to perform at Avignon 
costs more money to companies than it actually brings), they were 
compromising future tours and thus months, perhaps years, of work. 
To choose not to perform is a big decision for theatre workers, for, 
according to Emile Copfermann, there is a specificity of performing 
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art workers, because ‘an actor who does not perform is not even an 
unemployed worker; by not performing, he does not exist socially. A 
painter who does not sell, who does not show his paintings, a writer 
who does not publish can go on painting, writing. An actor who does 
not perform is not an actor.’76 So, the temporality of intermittent 
work might require other types of protest. 

To conclude, we should remind ourselves of the words of 
German philosopher Walter Benjamin in his article ‘The Author as 
Producer’. Benjamin writes: ‘the place of the intellectual [or the artist] 
in the class struggle can only be determined, or better still chosen, on 
the basis of his position within the production process.’77 In this way, 
we can assert that it is only by considering the production process of 
artistic creation and its contradictory temporalities that we can figure 
out the status of artists within neoliberal society and open up ways of 
resistance to exploitation and precarity. 
 

                                                
76 Copferman, Vers un théâtre différent, 49-50. 
77 Walter Benjamin. Understanding Brecht (London: Verso, 1998), 93. 


